
meaning that every element of the domain can be built up in a fin

specified by giving its name, possibly followed by some sort p
profiles

. A constructor profile without selectors



with profile (

profile of a constant constructor.

This defines a datatype by the name of
. (This particular datatype is predefined in Athena.) Thus, this definition says

. The definition conveys more

The intended effect of this datatype definition could be appr

constructor application. Axioms of the first kind are usuall

Thus, to a certain extent, a datatype definition can be viewed



and important effect of a datatype definition is the introduc

infinite datatypes such as the natural numbers, to which we wi

This defines a datatype
reflexive

irreflexive

datatype is fixed: a datatype definition always picks out a uni

e defined set, whereby the
are those that can be obtained by a finite number of constructo

Essentially, every datatype definition can be understood as a recursive set definition
of the preceding form. How do we know that a recursive definiti

datatype definition can
re, but briefly, the answer to

the first question is that we can prove the existence of a uniqu
definition using fixed-point theory; and the answer to the sec
simple syntactic constraints on datatype definitions that e
rise to a recursive set definition of the proper form.

14 For instance, definitions such as



s. The first two are no-

by a global flag
is defined, its axioms will be automatically added to the

assumption base. In addition, the identifier



has been defined, it can be used as a bona fide Athena sort; for

A number of mutually recursive datatypes can be defined with t

Not all inductively defined sets are freely generated. For ex

a hypothetical datatype for finite sets of integers:

This definition says that a finite set of integers is either



The preferred approach here is to define

structure is obtainable by a finite number of constructor app

has the obvious definition in terms of membership.



domain name is flanked by an opening parenthesis to its left and a list of identifiers to its

is the domain name. The identifiers

Equipped with the notion of a sort constructor, we can define A

. We then define a



There are infinitely many sorts over these three sort constru

variables gives rise to a specific domain, which is an

Formally, let us define a as a finite function from sort variables to sorts.

unifiable

whether two sorts are unifiable, and these algorithms are wid



are distinct identifiers that will serve as sort variables, a

The first declaration introduces a polymorphicmembership p

The first declaration is rejected because



might be regarded as syntax sugar for infinitely many

and so on for infinitely more ground sorts. This is elaborated



In the first two examples, Athena automatically infers the mo

in the first example indicates that Athena has inferred a cons

we have explicitly provided specific polymorphic sorts for
. Athena verified that these were consistent with the signatu

es (prefixed by



represents infinitely many monomorphic terms. For instance
as representing infinitely many monomorphic terms, such as

polymorphic, but it is not sufficient.

fied variable with a nonground sort. Here are some examples:

Note that quantified variables can be explicitly annotated w



as a collection of infinitely many monomorphic sentences, na

phic sentence manages to express infinitely many propositions about infinitely many sets

is now flanked by an opening parenthesis to its left and a list of distinct identifiers to

identifiers



The profile of each constructor is the same as before:

the datatype that is being defined (thus allowing recursion)
. Recursive datatype definitions are quite useful and common, the definition of

The notion of a reflexive constructor remains unchanged: If a

is reflexive; otherwise it is irreflexive. Every datatype must have at least one irreflexive
constructor. More specifically, we say that a definition of a d

introduced prior to the definition of

are the sort variables (if any) listed in the definition of
finally, (4) has at least one irreflexive constructor.



efinition can
be retrieved from the definition of

whose first argument is

, definable

Athena comes with two predefined numeric domains,
has infinitely many constant symbols associated with it, nam


